




Space. Sparkle. Spirit:  
from paint shop to think tanthink tank, work space and k, work space and 
event location.event location.
 
With its 230 square metres230 square metres RUTHS BERLIN  offers 
a flexible venue with lots of space for good 
ideas and conversations, workshops, talks and 
 presentations, PR events, or for photo shootings, 
exclusive dinner parties – a place to dance the 
night away.

Upon entering our courtyard at Langhansstraße 
126, located just 4.5 kilometres from Alexander-
platz, in the middle of the Gründerzeit district 
Weißensee, you will find the Berlin mix at its 
best: the very special atmosphere of big-city idyll big-city idyll 
 paired with rough charm! paired with rough charm!





Berlin mix at its best:Berlin mix at its best: RUTHS BERLIN is  located 
in the middle of the unique ensemble of 
 Ruthenbergsche Höfe.

Around 120 years ago, Carl Ruthenberg and his 
son Hermann, manufacturers of golden  skirting, 
created something unique to Berlinsomething unique to Berlin: In their 
courtyards with the typical red clinker brick 
buildings they offered a completely novel mix of 
workshops, studios and apartments. Something 
hitherto unseen!

To this day the courtyards offer a place for To this day the courtyards offer a place for 
 pioneering spirit, boldness and enterprise. pioneering spirit, boldness and enterprise.

Also nowadays, traditional craftstraditional crafts meet young young 
designdesign, art and long-established businesses, 
 creative spirits creative spirits and neighbourhood history 
 between Weißenseer Spitze and Antonplatz, 
 between Lehder and Langhansstraße. 

It’s just a short walk to the Weißen SeeWeißen See and 
 Europe’s largest Jewish cemetery, the scenes 
of the historical film cityhistorical film city Weißensee or listed 
 industrial architecture. 





Workshop reloaded:Workshop reloaded: The architecture and design 
of RUTHS BERLIN takes up the historic qualities 
of the location and gives them a contemporary 
twist, while maintaining the basic structure of the 
former workshop and shed (Werkstattremise). 

Bricks and béton brut:Bricks and béton brut: a pure look, which 
we jazzed up with a fresh and distinguished 
 colour scheme, where the strikingly curved 
 petrol-coloured wooden ceiling is greeted by 
room-height rosé-coloured folding doors.

High-quality furniture and fittings refine and set High-quality furniture and fittings refine and set 
accentsaccents, such as RUTHS BAR, which shimmers in 
copper in the sunlight and shines in the dark.



RUTHS BERLIN has a total surface of 230  square 
metres. Four different space modulesFour different space modules can be 
 rented separatelyrented separately, in combination or as an entire 
unit and can be individually furnished. 

The courtyard gardencourtyard garden – our Jardyll – offers 
lots of space in the shade of the trees or by our 
 raised bed in the sun. 

RUTHS BERLIN is fully accessible.  RUTHS BERLIN is fully accessible.  
  
United we care! United we care! RUTHS BERLIN guarantee 
all protection and hygiene standards, according 
to the currently valid SARS-CoV-2 infection 
protection regulation in the state of Berlin.
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With its 45 square metres45 square metres WAYNEWAYNE is ideal for 
design sprints, workshops and small team 
 meetings. The room has two different  entrances. 
Upon request, our barista offers coffee 
 specialities or other drinks of your choice – 
directly from bar to think tankthink tank.

Size 
45 sqm

Floor 
Béton brut

Capacity
Currently usable for a up to 7 people. 

Features
Separate entrance and exit to the Jardyll and 
WC area, skylight and window facades  VDSL 100 
(extended WiFi upon request) 

Set Up Suggestion
Wool carpet Aqucha by Wild Carpets Berlin 
Satsuma Chairs by schneiderschram
Wild Boards by space 3000 



Our BARBAR is the centrepiece of RUTHS BERLIN. 
The room has a size of 60 square60 square metres and can 
be booked individually or as an additional 
module, e.g. in combination with Carl. The perfect 
location for exclusive tastings, brand events 
and creative meetings.

Size
60 sqm 

Floor 
Béton brut

Capacity
Currently usable for a up to 14 people. 

Features
Copper bar counter (ca. 5.00m x 2.50m) 
Portafilter machine: Wega Airy EVD (2 brewing groups) grinder: 
Eureka Atom Specialty 75 coffee grinder
Skylight (can be opened) 
Room height entrance gate opening onto the Jardyll
VDSL 100 (extended WiFi upon request) 



Size
75 sqm 

Floor 
Béton brut

Capacity
Presentations with up to 40 standing or
up to 35 persons theatre seating 
Dinner table S with 10 seats (table 3.50m x 0.75m) 
dinner table XL with 35 seats (table 15.00m x 0.75m) 

Features
2 skylights (can be opened), 
window façade facing the Jardyll 

Set Up Suggestion
Modular seating steps (3.60m x 1.20m x 0.90m) 
Three-seater Walter Knoll
Table M with 18 seats (5.00m x 0.75m)
Tate chairs by Jasper Morrison 
Wooden bench (1.50m x 0.45m x 0.45m)  

CARLCARL: the Great – the largest room in our 
 portfolio – offers lots of space with its 75 square 75 square 
metresmetres. Lends itself to larger celebrations. 
It can be set up and equipped with a long table 
for fine dining or a classical conference. 

Carl can be completely opened to the bar via the 
large folding door.



Projection, tape art, photography and mural 
 paintings: our GALLERYGALLERY – a 15 square metre 15 square metre 
 Whitecube – is used at regular intervals, with 
frequently changing projections. Upon request 
and by invitation: feel free to get in touch.  Size

15 sqm 

Floor
Béton brut



More than 90 square metres of outdoor space90 square metres of outdoor space: 
The court yard garden, our JARDYLLJARDYLL, is  perfect 
for active breaks in between, a recap at the 
 raised bed, business lunches in the shade 
(of our trees) or enjoying an aperitivo in the 
 evening sun.

Size 
90 sqm

Capacity
ca. 50 standing room 
ca. 25 seats 

Features
2 raised beds with lots of urban 
greenery. Further equipment and 
seating on request.



Young Berlin Design or something more Classical:Young Berlin Design or something more Classical:
RUTHS BERLIN offers modern and  high-quality 
basic equipment, which can be used upon 
 request. Depending on the event format and 
the use of our rooms, we can provide you with  
 individual furnishing concepts individual furnishing concepts. Feel free to ask!

SATSUMA CHAIRS
Light all-round chairs made of (untreated) ash wood brought to you by our 
courtyard neighbours, schneiderschram furniture. 

TATE CHAIR 
Jasper Morrison‘s stacking chairs have long been a design classic. 
We chose them in a fresh blue. 

MODULAR SEATING STEPS 
The modular elements (1.20m x 1.20m x 0.90m | seat depth 0.60m) made 
of polished and oiled pine wood can be set up as required and, if desired, 
equipped with felt cushions.

VINTAGE THREE-SEATER
The gold-coloured leather couch by Walter Knoll is not only comfortable, 
but also makes for a real eye-catcher.

STANDING BENCH BOCK  
Lean on, rest on, sit on: „BOCK“ – on 1.20m this piece of furniture, 
made of oiled oak, creates a new form of communication and posture and 
is perfect both for working and lingering.

WILD BOARDS
Mobile design whiteboards from Berlin Start Up space 3000: 
They offer more than 3 sqm of space each for creative ideas and can be 
used flexibly at RUTHS BERLIN.

WILD CARPETS
Thomas Wild has been selling a choice selection of carpets – unique pieces 
from all over the world. Two of the woolen beauties have found a new 
home with us.

TABLE MODULES
Our 10 table modules are made of oiled wood and provide the basis for a 
long table or work station. With their slim format (1.25m x 0.75m) they can 
be creatively combined among each other.

Our basic equipment:Our basic equipment:



Our facilitiesfacilities are available for events. We also 
offer a fine selection of drinksfine selection of drinks, which comes 
together with  our service service at the bar.

We’d be delighted to advise you on our individual  individual 
service packagesservice packages and to put something together 
for you.

We offer support from the sidelines, coordinate 
culinary wishes and also lend a helping hand if 
necessary.



RUTHS BERLIN was launched by Franziska Eidner 
and Jeannette Merker. The founders of 
the communication agency EINSATEAMcommunication agency EINSATEAM love 
niches and good spaces that bring people 
together and inspire them. 

RUTHS BERLIN consists of a professional teamprofessional team 
with many years of experience in consulting and consulting and 
conceptionconception of individual event formats, creative 
strategy processes and their implementation. 

RUTHS BERLIN is 100 percent passion! RUTHS BERLIN is 100 percent passion! 

A unique space, reflecting the love we feel for the 
place and great attention to detail. 



Mail: raeume@ruthsberlin.de
Phone: 030-53648917

RUTHS BERLIN GmbH
Langhansstr. 126
13086 Berlin-Weißensee

TRAM M4 to Antonplatz 
TRAM M12, M13 to Behaimstraße 

Parking spaces for plenty of bicycles and parking 
spaces for up to three cars are located directly on 

our courtyard and may be used.

RUTHS BERLIN is accessible. 

https://goo.gl/maps/bbUF96NNQfJPCk2G7





